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Disclaimer

This Presentation is provided by Carbon Revolution Limited (“Carbon Revolution” or the “Company”) as a summary of the Company and its 

operations and for general information purposes only.

This presentation is not a disclosure document and should not be considered as investment advice or an offer or invitation to subscribe for or 

purchase any securities in Carbon Revolution, or an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to such securities. This presentation 

does not purport to cover all relevant information about any potential investment in Carbon Revolution. Accordingly, potential investors are 

advised to seek appropriate independent advice, if necessary, to determine the suitability of any investment. This presentation must not be relied 

on to make an investment or other financial decision and recipients should conduct their own investigations, enquiries and analysis and place no 

reliance on this presentation in evaluating any potential investment.

None of Carbon Revolution, or their respective employees, officers, related entities or advisers have audited or investigated the accuracy or 

completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by 

applicable laws, none of them makes any representation and none of them gives any assurance, guarantee or warranty, express or implied, as 

to, and none of them takes any responsibility or assumes liability (including in negligence) for the authenticity, validity, accuracy, suitability or 

completeness of, or any errors in or omissions from, any information, statement or opinion contained in this presentation. 

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements which have not been based solely on historical facts but, rather, on Carbon 

Revolution’s current expectations about future events and on a number of assumptions which are subject to significant uncertainties and 

contingencies, many of which are outside the control of Carbon Revolution and its directors, officers and advisors. Carbon Revolution 

undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements for events or circumstances that occur subsequent to such statements or to 

keep current any of the information provided. Any estimates or projections as to events that may occur in the future (including projections of 

revenue, expense, net income and performance) are based upon the best judgement of Carbon Revolution and there is no guarantee that any of 

these estimates or projections will be achieved. Actual results will vary from the projections and such variations may be material. Carbon 

Revolution has no obligation to tell recipients if it becomes aware of any inaccuracy in or omission from the information in this presentation. 

Other than for the pictures of the Carbon Revolution facilities and machinery, the assets featured in the pictures in this presentation are not 

assets of the Company. 

By accepting this presentation, you acknowledge and agree to be bound by each of the foregoing statements.

Authorised for lodgment to ASX by the Board of Directors of Carbon Revolution Limited.
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Strong customer and consumer demand drives growth

Financial metrics on track:

- Positive sales mix and strong demand for Carbon Revolution wheels

- Cost per wheel trending down

- Scale benefits starting to be realised

Operations:

- Industrialisation progressing well with the rate of wheel production increasing. Production rates 

increasing further through the second half

- Alliance with Japanese trading house Mitsui & Co. Ltd. one of the most diversified trading, investment 

and service enterprises in the world, formed in September 2019

- Aerospace project progressing; design underway and new material technology selected

On track for:

- FY20 total revenue of $62m with wheel sales of approximately 23,000 in FY20

- Becoming EBITDA positive during the last quarter of FY20
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Operational Highlights
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Revenue growth on track and second half volume step-up planned

Progress on industrialisation to meet customer volume demand is delivering the uplift in revenue for 

the forecast period 

1st half revenue overview

▪ 30% of Prospectus forecast wheel sales revenue delivered in first half FY20

▪ The key drivers of the Company’s revenue were: 

▪ Strong consumer demand in key OEM programs

▪ Investment in industrialisation assets and people is delivering volume 

growth

▪ Engineering and Tooling revenue up $1.4m from previous corresponding 

period and in line with new programs and growth of existing programs

Drivers of revenue growth in 2nd half 

▪ Continued strong consumer demand on key OEM programs

▪ Demand supported by strong growth in manufacturing throughput, enabled 

by:

▪ Additional assets coming in Q3 and early Q4 FY20

▪ Increasing the efficiency and output of existing assets

▪ Process improvements to increase uptime

▪ Investment in the team – staff numbers and training is well underway

▪ Tightening inventory process
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Operations update – Second half focus 

Cutting

• New cutting machine due in March

• New cutting tools in March 

Layup and preforming

• Virtual conveyer has commenced driving efficiencies

• Additional preforming capacity in April

• Face and bucket cooling has commenced, improving 

tooling flow and output

Moulding

• Additional high pressure capacity online in May, with new 

technology to increase throughput

• Lean-based low pressure capacity and productivity improvements

• Focus on efficient tooling flow and usage and training to deliver 

volume step-up

• Quality development in train

Paint line and Downstream

• Paint line benefits from major programmed maintenance over 

Christmas break supported by process improvements in other 

downstream processes
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The health and safety of the Carbon Revolution team is the top priority

Strong and proactive focus on maintaining a safe work 

environment, in this period of rapid growth

LTIFR of 2.6, well below industry benchmark of 9.9 and 

has improved in the previous 6 months   

Key safety programs:

▪ Thorough induction programs, signed off before start

▪ Stop and think culture 

▪ Life Saving Rules

Zero environmental incidents as benchmarked against 

and certified to ISO 14001 certification

1. Industry benchmark is the Safe Work benchmark for Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Part Manufacturing

Carbon Revolution’s goal is to achieve zero harm to people and the environment
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Financial Results
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Scale clearly benefits the bottom line

▪ Wheel sales volume increased by 171% to 

6,761 wheels from the previous corresponding 

period

▪ Gross profit is improving and moving to positive 

in the second half driven by larger sales volume 

and industrialisation

▪ Other income stronger due to larger R&D tax 

incentive claim

▪ Healthy investment in research and 

development continues

▪ SG&A per wheel is 54% down from the previous 

corresponding period, reflecting control of fixed 

costs

▪ One off capital raising and IPO-related costs are 

$85.5m
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Balance Sheet

Larger movement items are:

▪ Receivables and inventory growth in line with sales 

growth, noting receivables includes $3m growth in R&D 

tax incentive rebate

▪ PP&E growth due to investment in Industrialisation assets 

and program tooling

▪ Intangibles - capitalisation of the development component 

of R&D expenditure

▪ Right of use assets and lease liability – operating leases 

(mainly Deakin property lease) are brought onto the 

balance sheet for the first time in accordance with the 

new leasing standard, AASB16  

▪ Short term borrowing (convertible notes) have been 

converted to equity through the IPO process

▪ Long term borrowing reduction consists of $2m decrease 

in SOV loan and $5m repayment in Ronal loan

▪ Equity movements reflect conversion of notes to equity 

and the IPO
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Building the business: investing in trade working capital, technology 

and assets

Net cash used in operating activities

• Sales growth has driven the growth in receipts from 

customers

• R&D grant income of $5.9m is forecast to be received in 

the third quarter

• Growth in wheels volume production is the main driver of 

the increase in payments to suppliers and employees

• The majority of borrowing costs comprises interest on 

convertible notes pre-IPO and interest on the Ronal loan

Net investing cashflows

• Continued investment in capital expenditure to meet 

current and future programs

• Ongoing investment in Research and Development 

(intangible assets)

Net financing cashflows

• Net $25.3m funds inflow from the IPO after accounting for 

transaction costs

• $5m debt reduction post IPO
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Outlook
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Outlook 

Carbon Revolution’s growth journey is well underway.  The Industrialisation 

phase is occurring and the path to profitability is clear.  Key financial KPIs 

are tracking in the right direction

Production growth continues to be driven by strong increases in demand on 

OEM programs

Carbon Revolution is on track to meet its prospectus outlook

✓ Wheel sales of approximately 23,000 in FY2020

✓ Revenue of approximately $62m in FY2020

✓ Becoming EBITDA positive during the last quarter
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Contact Details 

Investors

Gerard Buckle Brett Dimon

CFO Investor Relations

gerard.buckle@carbonrev.com brett.dimon@carbonrev.com

Media

John Fergusson

Daymark

+613 407 826 952

mailto:gerard.buckle@carbonrev.com
mailto:investors@carbonrev.com
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APPENDIX 
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Industry Overview
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The addressable market is very large

◼ In 2018, the automotive new vehicle 

wheel market is estimated by QUBE to 

have been approximately 429 million 

wheels

◼ Carbon Revolution believes its wheels are 

currently most suited to the high-

performance and luxury segments of the 

automotive new vehicle wheel market, 

which it estimates as 10% to 15% of the 

total market

◼ The Company believes the current  

addressable market size is 9 million to 14 

million vehicles* per annum or 36 million 

to 56 million wheels.

◼ Automotive technologies have usually 

been adopted by the high-performance 

and luxury car market segments initially 

and spread to broader use in the market

* based on an overall FY17 market size

Sources: QUBE 2019 Q3 Automotive OE Tyres and Wheels Technology trends and Forecasts to 2034; QUBE 2016 Q2 Global light vehicle OE wheels market – forecasts to 2030

Estimated automotive new vehicle wheel market by material (2012–2034E; millions of wheels)
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✓ Increased vehicle efficiency

✓ Enhanced vehicle performance

✓ Increased range for electric vehicles

✓ Aesthetic improvement

✓ Improved noise, vibration and harshness performance

✓ Reduction in fuel consumption 

Carbon fibre wheels make cars lighter, faster, quieter, and more fuel 

efficient 
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Clear global market leadership

Carbon Revolution is the only company globally to have successfully developed and manufactured 

single piece carbon fibre wheels to OEM quality standards with commercial adoption across several 

major OEM models

PORSCHE AG / Thyssenkrupp AG 

◼ Developed carbon fibre wheels for Porsche using braided rim 

technology

◼ Wheels are reportedly 20% lighter than Porsche’s regular 

aluminium wheels

Overview of materials used in automotive wheel 

manufacturing 

Current competitors include:

Note: 1 Includes cast and forged magnesium wheels; 2 Limited current usage in the market due to cost and performance factors

BMW / MUBEA CARBOTECH

◼ Developed carbon fibre wheels for BMW using a hybrid wheel, 

with an aluminium hub and spokes and a carbon-fibre rim.

◼ Approximately equivalent in weight to the forged aluminium

wheel option

Koenigsegg Automotive AB (Koenigsegg)

◼ Developed a carbon fibre wheel which is believed to only be 

offered on its own limited volume hypercar range
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Company Overview
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Carbon Revolution’s history

Carbon Revolution has successfully delivered on product R&D and commercialisation and has 

already started industrialising its manufacturing operations

2010 

Prototypes released 

Carbon Revolution 

presents prototypes 

to European and 

North American car 

makers

2012

CR-9 wheel launched World’s first 

one-piece carbon fibre wheel 

launched at SEMA show in Las 

Vegas, available for aftermarket 

fitment for the Porsche 911 GT3, 

Lamborghini Gallardo and Audi R8

Product 

releases

Company 

evolution

2010 2012 2014 2016

2018

Ferrari 488 Pista

Carbon Revolution 

announced as one 

of 21 key strategic 

partners for the 

488 Pista program

2013

Quality certification

Achieved standard 

for quality systems 

(ISO9001:2008)

2014

Manufacturing plant 

opens

New manufacturing 

facility, located 

alongside Deakin 

University, CSIRO and 

Carbon Nexus in Waurn 

Ponds, Geelong

2016

Ford GT supercar

Carbon Revolution 

wheels available as an 

option

2016

Quality certification 

Achieved global standards for effective 

environmental management systems 

(ISO14001)

2015

Ford Shelby 

Mustang 

GT350R 

The first 

vehicle to 

include 

Carbon 

Revolution 

wheels as 

standard 

fitment

2015

Quality certification 

Achieved global OEM 

standards for component 

supply (TS16949)

2007

2007 

Carbon 

Revolution 

was founded 

2018

2017

High volume supply 

contract signed 

with global OEM

2019

2019

Ferrari SF90 Stradale

Launched in May 2019 

at Maranello

2019

Renault Megane R.S. 

Trophy-R. Launched in 

July 2019

2019

Ford GT500

Launched at the 

Detroit Motor 

Show in January 

2019

2019

Memorandum of 

Understanding for a 

Strategic Partnership 

with Mitsui & Co

2019

Commonwealth 

Government 

Aerospace Grant of 

$2.4m to design a 

carbon fibre wheel for 

the Boeing CH-47F 

Chinook Helicopter

2019

In November - listed 

on the ASX
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Note: 
1 Popular Mechanics Sports Car of the Year for 2015; 2 As publicly stated by OEM; 3 Constrained by styling requirements and compared to lightweight forged aluminium wheel.

Demonstrated market acceptance of Carbon Revolution from 

leading automotive OEM’s

Carbon Revolution has 9 existing contracts with 5 global OEMs with 6 programs currently publically

announced

Awarded Programs (Publically Announced)
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Complex product engineering capability and proprietary, scalable 

manufacturing

ADVANCED & PROPRIETARY 

MANUFACTURING

WHEEL DESIGN & 

ENGINEERING
MATERIAL SCIENCE

Rim / Barrell

“Pressure Vessel”

Spoke architecture
Hub 

architecture

Bolted Joint design

Thermal barrier 

coating 

Spoke to rim 

connection

Hub core ‘puck’

Carbon Revolution has been granted 43 patents across 7 patent families with a further 6 patents 

pending across those families, and 8 pending patents across 4 new patent families
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Significant capacity expansion in progress

◼ Geelong facility expanded to approximately 10,000m2 in October 2018

◼ Demonstrated annualised production rate of approximately 15,000 wheels in the December quarter

◼ Forecast monthly annualised production rate of almost 32,000 wheels per annum by June 2020 

◼ New state of the art manufacturing assets drive Carbon Revolution’s industrialization pathway

Geelong (Victoria) Manufacturing facilityAnnualised rate of finished wheels production
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Initial Commercial 

Production and 

Planning

(2014 – 2019)

Automation of Core 

Processes

(Realisation in 

FY20)

Fully industrialised 

production

(Underway)

◼ Key objectives in FY20 are:

◼ 300% growth in wheel sales to 22,821 wheels (relative to FY19)

◼ achieve a reduction in average direct costs per wheel of approximately 34% from the end of FY19 to 

the end of FY20F

◼ Drivers of industrialisation to date include:

◼ Established a high quality and internationally experienced team of industrialisation engineers

◼ Commissioning high-volume cutting machines (1st generation)

◼ Commissioning automated rim forming machines (2nd generation)

◼ Introduction of high pressure ‘moulding lines’ in addition to low pressure capacity

◼ Reduction in surface preparation time per wheel

◼ Beyond the FY20 industrialisation outcomes, the focus of the industrialisation team will be on achieving fully 

industrialised production from Carbon Revolution’s manufacturing facility. This will be achieved through the 

installation of ‘mega-lines’

◼ Mega-lines will incorporate:

◼ A continuous industrialised process through a significant part of the overall process;

◼ Further significant reductions in direct labour inputs

◼ Obtaining raw materials at lower costs, enabled by Carbon Revolution’s increasing scale

Industrialisation program is well underway

Carbon Revolution’s industrialisation program is expected to drive increased capacity and lower the 

cost of producing each wheel
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Growth Strategy 
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Strategic Growth Opportunities

The Company’s investment in Research & Development has also positioned it to pursue other wheel 

sectors and adjacent markets 

Core business

▪ In the short to medium term, growth is expected to be driven by demand from the high-performance and luxury automotive new vehicle wheel 

market, through:

▪ Existing OEM contracts

▪ New contracts with existing OEMs

▪ New contracts with new OEMs

▪ Continued industrialisation expected to reduce unit costs of production 

▪ Expected to result in Carbon Revolution’s wheels being adopted across a broader range of vehicles.

Aerospace

▪ The aerospace industry continues to seek weight reduction 

solutions

▪ In 2019 the Commonwealth Government awarded Carbon 

Revolution a $2.4 million grant to design the world’s first light-

weight carbon fibre wheels for the Boeing CH-47F Chinook 

helicopter

▪ The aircraft and aerospace wheel market segments that the 

Company believes will ultimately be addressable for this 

technology include commercial, business and defence

Adjacent Markets

▪ Carbon Revolution’s product design technologies and 

manufacturing technologies are considered to have potential 

applications to a variety of adjacent sectors, including: 

▪ industrial 

▪ freight 

▪ logistics

▪ Recently announced Mitsui relationship is expected to provide 

growth and efficiency opportunities


